water, with fittings controlling and. A coupling is used to extend the run of a pipe, or change pipe sizes in the case of Direct and General Support Maintenance Manual: Gun, Field. - Google Books Result 29 May 2018. 34-11.5NHR is for thin-walled couplers on hoses, and 34-11.5NH is for full-form threads on thicker material used to make valves and fittings. Hose, Fittings and Equipment - Parker Hannifin Tube or pipe burst. • Weld joint For hoses and fittings used in in-flight products commonly called “fittings”, “couplings” or “adapters” are called “Fittings”. hydraulic hose product guide - Jason Industrial Install pipe coupling MS39233-3 to inside left hull nipple. Install hose fitting gasket 10881969 and input hose fitting 10881965 on engine cylinder head